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Dynamics of a Cavitating
Propeller in a Water Tunnel
This study investigates the unsteady dynamics and inherent instabilities of a cavi
propeller operating in a water tunnel. First, the steady characteristics of the cavita
propeller such as the thrust coefficient are obtained by applying continuity and mome
equations to a simple one-dimensional flow tube model. The effects of the tunnel w
well as those of the propeller operating conditions (advance ratio and cavitation num
are explored. Then the transfer matrix of the cavitating propeller (considered to be
most appropriate way to describe the dynamics of propeller) is obtained by combinin
simple stream tube model with the conventional cavity model using the quasi-static
tation compliance and mass flow gain factor representation. Finally, the surge insta
of a cavitating propeller observed by Duttweiler and Brennen (2001) is examine
coupling the present model of the cavitation with a dynamic model for the water tu
This analysis shows that the effect of tunnel walls is to promote the surge instabilit
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1 Introduction
In devices such as pumps, turbines, and marine propellers, c

tation has many adverse effects including material erosion
performance degradation. In addition, it can give rise to instab
ties that do not occur in single phase flow. For example, hi
speed turbopumps often suffer from severe shaft vibrations du
cavitation instabilities such as cavitation surge and rotating c
tation. With ship’s propellers, the fluctuating cavity volume due
the interaction between the propeller and the wake of ship hull
be a significant source of noise and even severe structural v
tion of the ship. The large body of work on propeller-hull inte
actions has been summarized by Weitendorf@1#.

Recently, a surge instability, which had not been previou
reported, was observed by Duttweiler and Brennen@2# in their
experimental work on a cavitating propeller operated in a wa
tunnel. The phenomenon seems to be similar to the well-kno
cavitation surge in pumps~Brennen@3#!. This suggests that the
dynamics of a cavitating propeller are system-dependent, whe
many investigators have implicitly assumed that propellers in
ter tunnels have dynamic characteristics similar to those opera
in open conditions. In the past, studies of the cavitation dynam
of pumps developed the concept of a transfer matrix, which c
acterizes the relationship between the fluctuating pressure
mass flow rate at inlet and outlet~Brennen and Acosta@4#!. In
determining the elements of transfer matrix, two important para
eters were introduced, namely the cavitation compliance and
mass flow gain factor. The cavitation compliance models the
fective compressibility of a cavitating flow. The mass flow ga
factor represents the response of the cavity volume to incom
mass flow rate variations. Later, this modeling of cavitati
pumps led to the important conclusion that cavitation surge
rotating cavitation of pumps are caused by a positive mass
gain factor ~Brennen @5# and Tsujimoto et al.@6#!. The above
background suggests that it is useful to use the transfer m
approach to describe the dynamics of a cavitating propeller
water tunnel and to use this technique to explore the stability
these flows. In the present study, we construct a one-dimens
flow tube model that includes the effects of the tunnel walls
well as cavities on the propeller. First, we study the steady fl
characteristics including the thrust force in order to examine
effects of tunnel walls. Then, the transfer matrix approach is u
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to model the dynamics of the cavitating propeller, and calculati
are made for several cases with assumed cavitation characteri
Finally, we examine the stability of these cavitating flows by co
pling the propeller model with the dynamics of the water tunn

2 Outline of the One-dimensional Flow Tube Analysis

2.1 Formulation of the Problem. Consider the one-
dimensional flow through a cavitating propeller in a water tun
as shown in Fig. 1. The propeller~cross-sectional areaap) is
located on the centerline of the tunnel whose cross-sectional
is A. We consider a stream tube containing the propeller wh
volumetric flow rate is denoted byq. For simplicity, it will be
assumed that the flow is uniformly distributed across the prope
stream tube and is one-dimensional. Friction and mixing los
between the inner and outer flows are neglected. The l
frequency unsteady characteristics of the cavitating propeller
be analyzed under the assumption that the flow can be represe
by a series of quasi-static states.

Referring to the propeller stream tube, the incoming and out
ing volumetric flow rates are different due to the rate of change
the cavity volume,dVc /dt, whereVc is the total cavity volume
on the propeller blades. The continuity relation yields

u1a12up
2ap52E

2`

0 ]a

]t
dx (1)

u2a22up
1ap5E

0

` ]a

]t
dx (2)

up
1ap2up

2ap5dVc /dt (3)

u2a21U2~A2a2!2u1A5dVc /dt (4)

whereu andU denote velocities in the inner and outer flows,a
denotes cross-sectional area of the inner tube, and the subscri
2, andp, respectively, denote quantities far upstream, far dow
stream, and at the propeller. Superscripts1 and2, respectively,
denote the outlet from and the inlet to the propeller. It has b
assumed that the velocities in the inner and the outer flows are
same far upstream. The right-hand sides of Eqs.~1! and ~2! rep-
resent the volume change of the stream tube upstream and d
stream of the propeller; later these will be ignored for simplici

The relation between the pressures far upstream and far do
stream is obtained by applying Bernoulli’s equation in the ou
flow as follows:

n
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Fig. 1 Propeller being operated at the center of axis
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P22P15
1

2
r~u1

22U2
2!2rE

2`

]U

]t
dx (5)

where the last term of the right-hand side is the inertia effect in
control volume.

Now, we calculate the thrust forceF produced by the propelle
in three ways. First, applying the momentum theorem to a con
volume containing all the tunnel flow, we obtain

ru1
2A1P1A1F5rU2

2~A2a2!1ru2
2a21P2A1dM/dt.

The last term in the right-hand side is rate of the change of
momentum in the control volume, represented by

dM

dt
5r

d

dt E2`

`

@ua1U~A2a!#dx

5r
d

dt H E2`

`

@ua1U~A2a!2u1A#dx1E
2`

`

u1AdxJ
5r

d

dt H E0

` dVc

dt
dx1AE

2`

`

u1dxJ
5rE

0

` d2Vc

dt2
dx1rAE

2`

` du1

dt
dx

which yields

F5
1

2
r~u12U2!A~2u21U22u1!1r~u21U2!

dVc

dt

1FrAE
2`

` ]~u12U !

]t
dx1rE

0

` d2Vc

dt2
dxG . (6)

Second, we obtain the total pressure difference across the pr
ler from the Euler head,

DpT5rUTvp5rUT~UT2up
1 cotb!2r

c

sinb

dup
1

dt
,

whereb andc, respectively, denote the discharge flow angle a
the chord length of the blade. The last term in this equation r
resents the inertia effect of the fluid in the blade passage. Sinc
static pressure differencepout2pin is given by

pout2pin5
1

2
r~UT

22up
12 cot2 b!2r

c

sinb

dup
1

dt

and the thrust force can be computed as

F5~pout2pin!ap1r~up
122up

22!ap

5
1

2
r~UT

22up
12 cot2 b!ap1r~up

11up
2!

dVc

dt
2r

apc

sinb

dup
1

dt
.

(7)

Third, the pressurespin and pout may be related to the upstrea
and downstream conditions using Bernoulli’s equation:
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1

2
ru1

22
1

2
rup

222rE
2`

]u

]t
dx

where the last term is the inertance in the stream tube. Apply
Bernoulli’s equation between the outlet of the propeller and
downstream, we obtain

pout5P21
1

2
rS u2

21vp
12

ap

a2
D2

1

2
r~up

121vp
12!1rE

0

` ]u

]t
dx

5P21
1

2
ru2

22
1

2
rup

121
1

2
r~UT2up

1 cotb!2S ap

a2
21D

1rE
0

` ]u

]t
dx.

Then the thrust forceF follows as

F5~pout2pin!ap1r~up
122up

22!ap

5
1

2
rF ~u2

22U2
2!1~UT2up

1 cotb!2S ap

a2
21D Gap

2
1

2
r~up

11up
2!

dVc

dt
1rapE

2`

` ]~u2U !

]t
dx. (8)

For the purpose of the general discussion, we have consid
all possible unsteady effects in the above formulation, namely
effects of volume change of the stream tubes in Eqs.~1! and ~2!,
the inertia effects upstream and downstream of the propelle
Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~8!, and the inertia effect in the propeller in Eq
~7! as well as the effects of the cavity volume changedVc /dt in
Eqs. ~3! and ~4!. To evaluate many of these terms, we need
know the shape of the stream tube, which is beyond the scop
the present one-dimensional stream tube analysis. Consequ
some compromises are needed in order to proceed. First we
glect the stream tube volume changes in Eqs.~1! and ~2! on the
basis that these cancel and thus produce no net perturbation w
the water tunnel. We note, however, that this superficial argum
may need further examination. Second, we neglect the inerta
terms in Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~8! on the basis that past experience h
suggested that we can consider these contributions to be lum
into the other inertance contributions in the tunnel circuit. Aga
this may need additional examination in the future. In summa
we choose to examine only the unsteady effects associated
dVc /dt in Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

Summarizing, we note that the eight equations~1! through~8!
contain eight unknownsU2 , u2 , up

1 , up
2 , a1 , a2 , F, and P2

assuming that the propeller operating parametersu1 , P1 , uT , the
discharge flow angle,b, and the rate of change of the cavit
volume, dVc /dt, are given. Information on the discharge flo
angleb especially for cavitating conditions will be discussed
the following subsection. The rate of change of the cavity volum
dVc /dt, will be modeled in Section 2.3.

2.2 Discharge Flow Angle. To quantify the discharge flow
angleb, we resort to an empirical model for the deviation angleu
Transactions of the ASME
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~the difference between the discharge blade angleb2 and the dis-
charge flow angleb!, which takes into account the fact that th
deviation will be increased by the presence of cavities on
propeller blades. Specifically, we adopt the following empiric
model for the deviation angle:

u50 for l.lcr

u5S b22tan21
up

UT
D S 12

l

lcr
D 2

for l.lcr (9)

where we have introduced the parameterl5s/2a, where s
52(pin2pv)/rUT

2 is the operating cavitation number of the pr
peller anda5b12tan21(up /uT) is the incidence angle on the pro
peller blades. The argument for this single parameter represe
tion, u~l!, is that classical linear theory~Tulin @7# and Brennen
@8#! shows that the cavity length to chord ratio is a function on
of l and consequently the expected deviation should similarly
a function ofl. Though nonlinear and three-dimensional effe
may generate departures from this simple functional depende
it seems appropriate to proceed with this simplification in t
approximate analysis.

Equation~9! has the properties that, if the cavity is small~l is
large!, the flow discharges from the propeller parallel to the bla
At the other extreme, when the cavity is very long (l→0), the
propeller performance will be degraded and the flow turning an
through the propeller diminished~there may be a certain smalll
at which the propeller breaks down but this detail is neglected
simplicity.! The critical value,lcr , below which the deviation
begins, could be determined theoretically or empirically. T
study will use a typical value oflcr51.

2.3 Cavity Volume Change. We assume that the cavity vo
umeVc(pin ,up

2) is a function of the inlet pressurepin and inflow
velocity up

2 . Then, the rate of change of the cavity volume can
expressed as

dVc

dt
52K

dpin

dt
2M

dup
2

dt
(10)

whereK52]Vc /]pin and M52]Vc /]up
2 are, respectively, the

cavitation compliance and the mass flow gain factor~Brennen and
Acosta@4#!. These important parameters are nondimensionali
as follows:

K*

2p
52

]Vc /apR

]s
52

rUT
2/2

apR

]Vc

]pin
5

rR2V2

2pR3 K5
1

2p

rV2

R
K

M* 52
]Vc /apR

]up
2/UT

52
UT

apR

]Vc

]up
2 5

RV

pR3 M5
V

pR2 M

whereV is the rotational frequency of the propeller, andK* and
M* are nondimensional values of the cavitation compliance
the mass flow gain factor used by Duttweiler and Brennen@2#. In
this study, the values ofK andM are estimated using free stream
line theory~Otsuka et al.@9# and Watanabe et al.@10#!.

3 Steady Calculation
In this section, we discuss the steady flow solutions of Eqs.~1!

to ~8! by eliminating the unsteady terms. Then, Eqs.~1!–~10! can
be solved provided the operating conditionsu1 , P1 , UT and the
discharge flow angle,b, are specified. For the purposes of illu
tration, we choose to present results for typical blade anglesb1
andb2 , of 25 deg. Moreover, the results are best presented u
the following nondimensional parameters; the advance ratioJ1 , a
propeller flow coefficientJp and a thrust coefficient of the prope
ler CT defined as follows:

J15pu1 /UT

Jp5pf5pup /UT
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CT5F/ 1
2 rUT

2ap

wheref is the propeller flow coefficient~also used in describing
pump flows!. As shown later, if we decrease the incoming veloc
u1 , the inner flow tube expands far upstream and its cro
sectional areaa1 reaches that of the tunnel,A, at a certain value of
u1 . When the incoming velocity is smaller than this value, Eq.~5!
no longer applies. In such cases, the steady solution is obtaine
settinga15A andU250, and eliminating Eq.~4!, because it be-
comes identical to the combination of Eqs.~1!–~3!.

3.1 Noncavitating Results. Results for the noncavitating
case~no deviation angle! are shown in Fig. 2. Various values o
the cross-sectional area ratio,A/ap , were selected in order to
examine the effect of the presence of the tunnel walls. The c
with A/ap51 corresponds closely to that of a typical axial flo
pump, because all the flow from upstream proceeds through
propeller~assuming no tip leakage flow for simplicity! and there
is no outer flow. For the cases withA/ap52 and 10, a critical
advance ratio~approximately 0.58 and 0.12 forA/ap52 and 10,
respectively! exists at which the cross-sectional area of stre
tube far upstreama1 equals to that of the ductA. Below the
critical advance ratio, the propeller works like an axial flow pum
with all fluid flowing through the propeller. The results forA/ap
510 have been found to adequately represent the open cond
(A/ap5`) except at very low advance ratios, where the analy
breaks down for reasons discussed elsewhere.

Figures 2(a) – (c) present the thrust coefficientCT , the propel-
ler flow coefficientJp , and the cross-sectional areasa1 /ap and
a2 /ap plotted against the advance ratioJ1 . For A/ap52 and 10,
as the advance ratio decreases, the flow coefficient decre
gradually and the thrust coefficient increases gradually. This
because, as the advance ratio is decreased, the propeller is t
fluid from a wider upstream stream tube. The variations of
thrust coefficient and the flow coefficient are more gradual th
those for A/ap51. However, below the critical advance rat
where the propeller works like an axial flow pump, the flow c
efficient rapidly decreases and the thrust coefficient rapidly
creases, and these variations are more significant than forA/ap
51. The decrease in the flow coefficient is related directly to
advance ratio, so that the slope of the flow coefficient in Fig. 2~c!
gets steeper as the duct gets wider.

Given these steady operating characteristics, it is valuable
consider the quasi-static response to low frequency fluctuation
the incoming flow velocityu1 . For illustrative purposes, we com
pare the case ofA/ap52 with that for a pump (A/ap51). Con-
sider first the case when the advance ratio is larger than the cri
advance ratio. As the upstream flow velocity varies, the flow r
through the propeller varies less whenA/ap52 than whenA/ap
51 ~Fig. 2~b!!. However, when the advance ratio is smaller th
the critical value, this trend is reversed. If the propeller were ca
tating, these results would suggest that, at larger advance ra
the mass flow gain factor will be smaller forA/ap52 than that for
A/ap51, whereas at smaller advance ratios, the mass flow g
factor will be larger forA/ap52. This is important since the mas
flow gain factor is responsible for cavitation instabilities of turb
machinery and a large mass flow gain factor implies a more
stable system.

The surge instability of a cavitating propeller, reported by D
tweiler and Brennen@2#, is an example of cavitation instability
caused by a positive mass flow gain factor. They examined
different configurations of the propeller, one in which the prop
ler is operated in front of a support fairing, and the other in wh
the propeller is operated downstream of that fairing, and obser
a violent surge instability only for the latter case. The explanat
for this difference is unknown, but one explanation might be
follows. The presence of the fairing can be considered to be
blockage, so that the effective flow path upstream of the prope
is smaller for the case with the propeller operated downstream
MARCH 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 285
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Fig. 2 Steady characteristics of noncavitating propeller with the constant exit flow
angle of bÄ25 deg. The propeller is located at the center of the duct with cross-
sectional areas of A ÕapÄ1, 2, and 10.
e
n
c

the

-

the fairing. Figure 2~b! indicates that the critical value of th
advance ratio is larger when the propeller is operated in the
rower duct. So, as the advance ratio decreases, the propeller
readily shift into operation as a pump. The result would be that
mass flow gain factor is larger for the propeller operated dow
stream of the fairing.
RCH 2003
ar-
ould
the
n-

3.2 The Case With Cavitation. Figures 3~a! and ~b!
present the thrust coefficientCT and the flow coefficientJp plot-
ted against the advance ratioJ1 for various cavitation numbers,s.
Recall that in this model the presence of the cavitation affects
results only by altering the exit flow angle~Eq. ~9!!. Figure 4
shows the thrust coefficientCT plotted against the cavitation num
Fig. 3 Effect of cavitation number on thrust coefficient CT and propeller flow coeffi-
cient Jp . The presence of cavitation is taken into account through the deviation angle
of the flow exiting from the propeller †A ÕapÄ2‡.
Transactions of the ASME
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bers for various advance ratiosJ1 . Note that the deterioration o
the thrust coefficient as a result of cavitation is well simulated
introducing the deviation angle due to the presence of cavita
modeled by Eq.~9!.

Note also that the flow coefficient has a steeper slope aga
the advance ratio for smaller cavitation numbers as shown in
3(b). This is because, as the cavitation number is decreased
thrust coefficient decreases because of the losses through th
viation angle associated with the presence of cavitation on
propeller blades. Then the flow rate through the propeller m
decrease to compensate for the decreased thrust. The steepe
of the flow coefficient against the advance ratio means that
flow rate through the propeller is more sensitive to the upstre
flow variation and the mass flow gain factor is larger becaus
small advance ratio change makes a large propeller flow
change. This will tend to promote a surge instability.

4 Quasi-Steady Analysis
In this section, we analyze the low-frequency unsteady cha

teristics of the cavitating propeller. The system of equations c
sists of nonlinear equations. However, in order to utilize the c

Fig. 4 Thrust coefficient CT versus cavitation number s for
various advance ratios J 1 . The effects of cavitation are taken
into account through the deviation angle of the exit flow.
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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ventional transfer function methodology, we linearize t
problem. For example, the upstream flow velocity is expressed

u15ū11Re@ ũ1 exp~ j vt !#.

After substituting similar expressions for all the unknowns, E
~1!–~8! are then divided into steady and unsteady parts and
earized under the assumption of small fluctuations. The unste
parts of the equations consist of linear equations for the unste
components, the eight unknownsU2 , u2 , up

1 , up
2 , a1 , a2 , F,

and P2 as well as the quantities,u1 , P1 , b, and dVc /dt. The
unsteady component ofb is obtained by the linearized version o
Eq. ~9!, which diminishes for larger values ofs. The rate of the
change of cavity volumedVc /dt is given by Eq.~10!.

The total mass flow rate and static pressure downst ream o
propeller are defined downstream of the mixing of the flows in
inner and outer stream tubes. The mass flow rate and pres
after the mixing,m2 andP28 , are obtained by applying continuity
and momentum conservation as follows:

m25r@u2a21U2~A2a2!#5ru28A

P2A1ru2
2a21rU2

2~A2a2!5P28A1ru28
2A.

Using these equations, we can relate the downstream fluctua
to the inlet fluctuations using the conventional transfer ma
~Brennen@3#!:

H p̃2
T

m̃2
J 5FT11 T12

T21 T22
G H p̃1

T

m̃1
J

where pT and m are total pressure and mass flow ra
respectively.

4.1 Example Calculations. Figure 5 presents a typical ca
culation of the transfer matrix for an advance ratio ofJ151.0 and
duct cross-sectional areas ofA/ap51, 2 and 10. For illustrative
purposes, values of the compliance and mass flow gain fa
(K* /2p,M* ) of ~0.1,1.0! are selected since these values are ty
cal of those obtained by previous researchers,@3–5#. The change
of the exit flow angleb is neglected for simplicity, assumings
5`. Note thatT21 takes a similar value for all cases while the
are large differences in the other elements of transfer matrix. If
consider the case with no discharge mass flow fluctuations,
Fig. 5 Calculated transfer matrices of the cavitating propeller for an advance ratio, J 1Ä1.0, and „K * Õ2p,M* …Ä„0.1,1.0… and for
various values of A ÕapÄ1„s d…, 2„n m…, and 10 „h j…, where open and closed symbols denote real and imaginary parts of
matrix elements, respectively. The change of the exit flow angle of b is neglected.
MARCH 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 287



Fig. 6 Calculated transfer matrices of the cavitating propeller with A ÕapÄ2 and an advance ratio, J 1Ä1.0, for the various
cavitation numbers sÄ`„s d…, 0.05„n m…, and 0.01 „h j…, where open and closed symbols denote real and imaginary parts of
matrix elements, respectively
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propeller operated in a wider duct~for exampleA/ap510) might
be the most stable because of the large negative impedance
the small imaginary part ofT22 and the large imaginary part o
T21.

Figure 6 shows the transfer matrix for an advance ratio ofJ1
51.0, a duct cross-sectional area ofA/ap52 and various cavita-
tion numbers. The values of (K* /2p,M* ) are again set to be
~0.1,1.0! for all cases. Head deterioration due to the presenc
cavitation is implicitly included through the assumed changes
the deviation angleb. All elements are affected by the head de
rioration, but the stability does not seem to be significan
changed. The imaginary parts of bothT21 andT22 are increased by
the head deterioration.

4.2 Coupling With Streamline Theory. Otsuka et al.@9#
and Watanabe et al.@10# have obtained the cavitation complianc
and mass flow gain factor of cavitating cascades by a free stre
line theory. Here, we utilize their results in order to assess ap
priately values ofK* /2p and M* . The values of (K* /2p,M* )
288 Õ Vol. 125, MARCH 2003
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obtained by those investigations are shown in Fig. 7 for typi
values for the solidity~1.0!, the stagger angle (b525.0 deg) and
the number of blades (ZN55). Because Otsuka et al. and W
tanabe et al. examine only two-dimensional flows around fo
the cavity size per blade is treated as a cross-sectional areaVcpb
~not a volume! and the scaling asVc5ZNRVcpb/2 is used as a bes
estimate. Note that (K* /2p,M* ) are functions of the paramete
l5s/2a, wheres is cavitation number at inlet to the propeller

Now, rather than use the fixed values ofK* and M* , we cal-
culate the transfer function using the above relations betw
(K* /2p,M* ) and l5s/2a. Results are shown in Figs. 8 and
for A/ap52 and 10, respectively. Three cases with different u
stream cavitation numberssup50.15, 0.20, and 0.5 are examine
The advance ratioJ1 is 1.0, which is larger than the critical value
Note that, only for the case withsup50.15, is the parameterl
5s/2a less than unity and therefore only in this case is there h
deterioration with increasing deviation angle. The cavitation co
plianceK* /2p varies from 0.018 to 0.172 forA/ap52 and from
Fig. 7 Steady cavity length and the quasi-static cavitation compliance and mass
flow gain factor plotted against sÕ2a obtained by a free streamline theory „Watanabe
et al. †10‡…. †solidity Ä1.0, stagger angle bÄ25.0 deg, ZNÄ5‡.
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 8 Calculated transfer matrices of the cavitating propeller with A ÕapÄ2 and an advance ratio, J 1Ä1.0, for the various
cavitation numbers supÄ0.15„s d…, 0.20„n m…, and 0.50 „h j…, where open and closed symbols denote real and imaginary parts
of matrix elements, respectively. The values of cavitation compliance and mass flow gain factor are obtained from Fig. 7.
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0.009 to 0.143 forA/ap510. The mass flow gain factorM* var-
ies from 0.231 to 0.831 forA/ap52 and from 0.140 to 0.777 fo
A/ap510. These values are slightly smaller for the case w
A/ap510. This is because, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the flow coef-
ficient is slightly larger for the case withA/ap510, and this re-
sults in a smaller incidence angle.

From Figs. 8 and 9, it is seen thatT21 takes similar values for
all the cavitation numbers, while the other elements of the tran
matrix are much affected by the presence of cavitation. Note
the elementsT1121, T12 andT2221 are much smaller for the cas
with A/ap510, whereas the elementT21 is the same order for
both cases. This implies that the propeller withA/ap510 is more
stable since the imaginary part ofT22 is smaller; in other words
the effective mass flow gain factor is smaller.
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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The advance ratioJ1 is also an important parameter, becau
there is a critical value which separates normal operation fr
pump-like operation. It would be interesting to compare the tra
fer matrices for normal and pump-like operations, but unfor
nately the free streamline theory is only applicable to high fl
rates and high advance ratios.

4.3 Facility and Cavitation Dynamics. We now consider
the dynamics of the whole system of the water tunnel, taking
experimental arrangement used by Duttweiler and Brennen@2# as
an example. Figure 10 shows the schematic of the facility a
cavitation dynamics used by Duttweiler and Brennen. The faci
dynamics are characterized by~i! the compliance,Cot@5405#, of
the overflow tank that allows control of the pressure within t
Fig. 9 Calculated transfer matrices of the cavitating propeller with A ÕapÄ10 and an advance ratio, J 1Ä1.0, for the various
cavitation numbers supÄ0.15„s d…, 0.20„n m…, and 0.50 „h j…, where open and closed symbols denote real and imaginary parts
of matrix elements, respectively. The values of cavitation compliance and mass flow gain factor are obtained from Fig. 7.
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facility and therefore has the only deliberate free surface,~ii ! the
resistance,Rc@50.0295#, and inertance,Lc@557.3#, of the pipe
connecting the tunnel with the overflow tank,~iii ! the compliance,
Ct@51970#, associated with the expansion and contraction of
walls of the tunnel, and~iv! the resistances,Rtu@50.0# and Rtd
@50.0#, and inertances,Ltu@50.953# andLtd@52.10#, associated
with the typical flow paths upstream and downstream of the c
tating propeller. The parameters used by Duttweiler and Bren
@2# were normalized using the propeller radius,R, and the propel-
ler rotation frequency,V, to obtain the values shown in the squa
brackets after each symbol.

The dynamics of the system can be characterized by cons
ing the response of the system to a fluctuating mass flow rate,m̃e ,
injected at some specific location,e, in the system~Fig. 10!. We
define a system impedance,Z, as follows:

Z5
p̃e

T

m̃e

wherep̃e
T is the total pressure fluctuation ate. Note that, in gen-

eral, the impedanceZ is complex.
Using the present methodology coupled with the dynamics

the water tunnel identified by Duttweiler and Brennen@2#, we
have calculated the system impedanceZ for the case with advance
ratio J150.64 and cavitation numbersup50.25. The real part of
Z is plotted in Fig. 11 against the normalized frequency,v/V. In
calculating the transfer matrix of propeller, we setA/ap53.16 and
ZN56 and the cavitation characteristics (M ,K) shown in Fig. 7
were used. The positive peak atv/V50.007 is largely due to the
impedance of overflow tank. The shallow negative peak aro

Fig. 10 Schematic of facility and cavitation dynamics

Fig. 11 Example of the system impedance, Z. Mass flow fluc-
tuation is imposed at point e in Fig. 10. Real part of the system
impedance is plotted against the various excited frequencies.
†J 1Ä0.64, supÄ0.25. K * and M* are evaluated from Fig. 7. ‡
290 Õ Vol. 125, MARCH 2003
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v/V53 might indicate the existence of surge instability, but t
frequency is much higher than the value ofv/V50.2 observed in
the experiments of Duttweiler and Brennen@2#. Moreover, if we
compare the present result with the system impedance obtaine
Duttweiler and Brennen, we find that the frequency obtained
the present analysis is still much higher than the experime
values and the peak is much shallower. The explanation for
discrepancy is unknown, but the following may be pertinent.
the pump cases, the elementsT21 andT2221 are purely imaginary
when the cavitation compliance and mass flow gain factor con
ered are purely real. On the other hand, in the propeller casesT21
and T2221 are complex because of our one-dimensional fl
tube model. Complex values ofT21 and T2221 mean that the
system responds as if we have complex values of the cavita
compliance and mass flow gain factor.

Figure 12 shows the real part of system impedance for the c
with three different cavitation numberssup50.25, 0.2, and 0.15.
The frequency at the negative peak decreases as the cavit
number is decreased, but is still larger than the experimental v
of v/V50.2. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is t
the model considers only the sheet cavitation on the blade surf
However, a large volume change in the tip cavity during a su
cycle was clearly observed in experiments by Duttweiler a
Brennen @2#. It is important to note that the present on
dimensional stream tube model may lose validity at the low
advance ratios, where the flow around the propeller is very th
dimensional. However, because the surge instability is a sys
instability in which the large amount of fluid is accelerated on
dimensionally by the volume change of cavities, the pres
method is expected to be applicable even at those low adva
ratios provided we could evaluate the cavitation compliance
the mass flow gain factor of all the cavitation including the
vortex cavities. The unsteady characteristics of tip vortex cavi
need further investigation.

Figure 13 shows the values ofs/2a just upstream of the pro-
peller plotted in thesup2J1 plane obtained by the present stea
analysis. According to the linear theory@11#, cavitation instabili-
ties of a two-dimensional cascade are dependent only on the
rameters/2a. The instability boundary obtained by Duttweile
and Brennen@2# is also plotted in the figure. We can see that t
value of s/2a is nearly constant along the instability boundar
which means that the stability depends on the local condition
the propeller inlet rather than the advance ratio or upstream c
tation number.

5 Conclusion
This paper has evaluated the quasi-static transfer matrices

cavitating propeller operating in a water tunnel. Simple flow mo
els based on a one-dimensional flow tube analysis are used.
effects of the presence of cavitation, and of the blockage du

Fig. 12 Real part of the system impedance for various up-
stream cavitation numbers, sup . †J 1Ä0.64. K * and M* are
evaluated from Fig. 7. ‡
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 13 The ratio of cavitation number to twice of incidence angle, sÕ2a, is
plotted for various upstream conditions sup and J 1 . The solid line represents
the boundary of the onset of surge instability observed by Duttweiler and Bren-
nen †2‡, showing that the surge instability occurs in the region below this line.
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the tunnel walls are examined. The former is modeled by the h
deterioration through the deviation of the exit flow, and the co
ventional cavitation characteristics, the cavitation compliance
the mass flow gain factor. These characteristics are estimated
free streamline theory.

It is found that the presence of the tunnel wall has a large ef
on the stability of propeller operation. In an open condition,
flow rate through the propeller is not very sensitive to the adva
ratio. However, in the presence of the tunnel walls, the prope
flow rate changes much more in response to the advance
change. This implies that, if there are flow rate fluctuations,
flow rate through the propeller varies more when there are tun
walls and this may result in unstable operation of the prope
When the advance ratio is the same, the flow rate through
propeller is smaller and the incidence angle is larger if the pro
ler is operated in a tunnel with a smaller cross-sectional a
Large incidence angles can result in the flow instabilities and
hance the occurrence of cavitation. Transfer matrices for the c
tating propeller are evaluated by assuming the flow is quasi-st
The transfer matrices show that the propeller operating in
narrower tunnel is much more unstable. If the propeller is op
ated in a wider tunnel or in an open condition, the effects o
mass flow gain factor are reduced because the variation of
propeller flow rate is smaller even when the total flow ra
changes substantially.

Finally, we have tried to obtain the frequency of surge insta
ity from the system impedance, but failed. One of the poss
explanations for the discrepancy is that the model considers
sheet cavitation on the blade surface. A large volume chang
the tip cavity during a surge cycle was also observed in exp
ments and may well contribute to the discrepancy.

Nomenclature

A 5 cross-sectional area of water tunnel
a 5 cross-sectional area of inner stream tube

Cot , Ct 5 compliance of overflow tank and water tunne
CT 5 thrust coefficient

c 5 chord length
F 5 thrust force of propeller

J1 , Jp 5 advance ratio and flow coefficient
K* 5 cavitation compliance
Lc 5 innertance of the connecting duct between w

ter tunnel and overflow tank
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Ltu , Ltd 5 innertance of the duct upstream and down-
stream of the tunnel

M* 5 mass flow gain factor
m 5 mass flow rate

P1 , P2 5 static pressure far upstream and downstream
pin andpout 5 static pressure at inlet and outlet of propeller

pT 5 total pressure
pv 5 vapor pressure
q 5 volumetric flow rate of the stream tube
R 5 propeller radius

Rc 5 resistance of the connecting duct between wa
ter tunnel and overflow tank

Rtu , Rtd 5 resistance of the duct upstream and down-
stream of the tunnel

U 5 axial velocity in the outer stream tube
UT 5 rotational velocity of propeller

u 5 axial velocity component in inner stream tube
Ti j 5 elements of transfer matrix
Vc 5 cavity volume on the propeller blade
v 5 tangential velocity component in inner stream

tube
Z 5 system impedance
a 5 incidence angle
b 5 discharge flow angle

b1 , b2 5 inlet and outlet blade angles of propeller
l 5 parameter defined bys/2a

s, sup 5 cavitation numbers at propeller inlet and far
upstream

V 5 rotational frequency of propeller
v 5 angular frequency of fluctuations

Superscripts

¯ 5 steady~mean! components of variables
˜ 5 unsteady components of variables

1, 2 5 variables just upstream and downstream of propelle

Subscripts

1,2 5 far upstream and downstream

e 5 at the point of excitation in the system shown in Fig
10

p 5 at the propeller
MARCH 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 291
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